iCalendar Series
Master Components

• Adding VEVENT-SERIES, VTODD-SERIES components.

• Generated components will start with one with same start/duration as master - unless excluded.

• Aids backwards compatibility - new component ignored by old clients.
SRULE v RRULE

• Stay with SRULE

• Adds no complexity - just a new property but has different parameters

• For those who want the ability to create multiple recurrences it makes it available.
New draft soon

- Working on it
- Hope to implement soon.
Addressed comments

• Waiting response?

• Further message from Dilyan…
Location as component

• Some concern about STRUCTURED-LOCATION with reference to card
• Make it a component with one or more STRUCTURED-DATA properties.
• Can have an encoded copy of a vcard
• Avoids duplicating vcard properties in location but
• does allow all card fields to be exposed.
• VCARD has SOURCE property to refer to original.
Making minor textual changes

• Emphasise reduction in network traffic - benefit to mobile devices.
Little movement since last call.

- Needs some work on iTip and checking over after move to participant.
- Working on updating implementation